


Eye for quality 
and class

Corton stable equipment for horses has been a tradition for over 40 years, both in the Netherlands and abroad. In 
principal, Corton opts for quality and devotes a great deal of attention to the choice of materials and finishes of its 
products. We constantly gear the requirements our products must meet to actual practice, especially when it comes 
to durability and safety.
Corton has developed various techniques to accommodate horses in a safer, more enjoyable and more economical 
way and provides systems that facilitate the care and training of horses.
This brochure will give you an overall impression of the range of Corton products. We will be happy to help you 
realise a good quality interior of your stable. Please contact us to make an appointment.
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Horse stalls

Perfect horse stalls, the result of more than 40 years of product development.

Corton horse stalls are safe, strong, practical and durable. Besides, by 

manufacturing them in our modern facility in Kampen, Corton stalls are 

reasonably priced.

Corton horse stalls consist of a system of loose walls that can always be disassembled and built up again. 
This is ideal in case of relocation, extension or rearrangement of your stable. The horse stalls are available 
in two types: Standard and Professional, which differ mainly in the height of the walls, the strength of the 
frame, the thickness and the distance between the bars and the locks, rails and hinges used.
All Corton horse stalls are supplied in a hot-dip galvanised finish and are optionally available with a colour 
coating. Corton uses high quality strong synthetic boards, with hardwood and bamboo as alternatives.
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standard

Attractive quality
An attractive horse stall with excellent value for money. By means of Standard 
fronts with sliding doors, partitions and possibly rears, you can quickly 
assemble one or more horse stalls in your own stable. Standard horse stalls can 
be easily combined with Corton mucking out systems.
The doors have an automatic lock and can be operated from the outside as well 
as the inside.
The fronts can also be supplied with an upper door in the sliding door, round 
ornamental posts, horizontal boards, etc..  

	 standard front, simplicity in quality

	 standard fronts between side walls with attic loft

	 standard horse stalls with sliding partitions

	 stable corridor with standard horse stalls in a riding school

	 solid horses stall system with sliding partitions
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professional

The strong Corton horse stall with extra high partitions and some special 
characteristics. The boards are mounted in unique double flange profiles, 
making the partitions very steady with a minimum of sharp edges and 
protrusions. In order to ensure the safety of your horse, the extra thick bars 
(with large bending strength) are set closely together. Moreover, the bars run 
through into the profiles, so they are completely stuck in the frame.

Professional fronts have a smooth-running wide sliding door with a strong 
top rail and roller system. This sliding door with guide rollers at the bottom is 
fitted with a reliable automatic bar locking mechanism. Revolving doors feature 
adjustable stainless steel pivots and an integrated lock or a parallel closure.

Partitions and rears are optionally equipped with bars or boards at the top. 
To prevent feed envy, the bar division can be partially closed with boards. To 
enhance mutual contact between horses, a grille in closed partitions is to be 
recommended.

Professional partitions are also available in an extra strong version with frame 
profiles of 60 mm wide, extra thick boards, etc. and various systems for turning 
away or retracting partitions. The horse stalls can also be provided with an 
extra small door in the sliding door, ventilation grooves between the boards, 
decorative posts with a nice finish on top, etc.
After hot-dip galvanizing, Professional fronts and partitions can also get a 
colour coating in a RAL colour. If you wish, individual bar elements without a 
colour coating can also be mounted.

Strong, durable, safe

	 professional fronts between brick walls

	 professional horse stalls, custom made for the stable
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The steel parts of all Corton products for the interior of your stable are hot-dip galvanized, 
which means that they are immersed in a bath of liquid zinc with a temperature of about 
450 degrees Celsius, thus getting an entire layer. The elements are constructed in such a 
way that they are provided with a zinc layer both outside and inside, allowing the steel 
to be optimally protected against corrosion (rust formation). In case of an extra colour 
coating, the steel elements are also hot-dip galvanized. The hot-dip galvanizing is carried 
out in a modern factory according to the NEN-EN-ISO 1461 standard.

	  professional front with hardwood boards and upper door

	 professional fronts, equipped with horizontal board and special upper door

	 professional, designed for years of intensive use 

	 professional stall system with plastic boards; a worthwhile investment

	 	professional fronts in a veterinary clinic
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Stall cleaning systems
Considering labour-saving mucking out, Corton developed some 
practical systems for the Standard and Professional horse stalls.

full swing front
With this system, the front with the sliding door can be opened 
completely. The system is fully cantilevered and the complete front 
opens almost 180° into the stable corridor. This system makes each 
horse stall individually accessible to a machine for mucking out or 
other purposes.

swing front rotating in two parts
This system can be used for a front with a revolving door. In addition 
to the entrance door, the fixed part of the front is also rotatable. Both 
parts can rotate 180° and this horse stall is therefore easily accessible 
and can be individually mucked out.

H
orse stalls

stall scheme

with full 

swing fronts

swing front 

rotating 

in two parts 

	 	full swing front with sliding door, combined with  

concrete sidewalls  

swing front rotating in two parts
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 swinging side panel, which can also be used for turning two stalls into one big stall.

 swinging side panel with grille in the closed upper part 

	 partitions pulled out into the corridor: go ahead and start mucking!

 detached stalls with sliding side panels and grille in the partitions
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sliding partitions
The most effective system to muck out a row of stalls is the system with 
sliding partitions: the division partition of each horse stall is moved 
into the stable corridor. In this way, temporary stalls are created in the 
stable corridor in which you can stable the horses during mucking out. 
Meanwhile, the entire row of horse stalls can be quickly and effectively 
mucked out with a machine. This system represents a huge time-saving 
compared to manually mucking out.
Corton also supplies strong entrance doors at the end of a row of horse 
stalls, which can serve as the last stall wall.

swinging partitions
This is essentially a combination system, which, on the one hand, is 
suitable for mucking out the horse stall and, on the other hand, for 
quickly turning two or more horse stalls into one big stall. The latter is 
particularly useful for putting up a mare with foal or a group of young 
horses.
The side wall is hinged to the rear and can be rotated against the rear 
wall.

H
orse stalls

stable scheme

 with sliding 

partitions

stable scheme 

with swinging 

partitions

	 the sliding partitions can be easily pulled into the stable corridor. the   

 horses are  waiting in their temporary stall until the mucking out and   

 spreading of bedding is finished
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An open stable structure, visual contact with the 
horses and efficient feeding are important advantages.  
The horses can take their feed from the stable 
corridor.
If you wish, the openings between the vertical round 
pipes can alternately be equipped with bars to keep 
some distance between the horses, which is also safer.
The division at the bottom gives shelter from drafts 
and prevents litter falling outside the stall.
Feed racks are available with an entrance door and a 
swinging version can also be supplied.

Feed rack system

 feed racks with a raised division at the bottom and sliding partitions, a human and 

 animal-friendly system

	 feed racks in the side wall of this open loose stable make feeding easy and quick and  

 provide a lot of fresh air and plenty of distraction for the horses
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Custom made
Customization is sometimes necessary. It is easier to adapt a horse 
stall to a stable than the other way round. Corton will gladly help you 
customize, as our production process is geared to this.
We can often meet individual requirements for a special version of 
stalls. In consultation with our experts we can take personal preference 
regarding implementation and finishing of the stable interior into 
account.

 fronts powder coated and feature two horizontal boards, with blanket rack

 Horse stalls with a round post with collar ball finial between the fronts and partitions, a  

 swinging feeder system in the fronts and a partially closed bar division in the partitions

 Horse stalls with sliding doors; the frame is powder coated, the bars are hot-dip galvanized

 fronts with a horizontal board, powder coated, the galvanized bars are individually   

 mounted in the frame 
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Design stables

Sublime and ornamental stables, in a classic or modern design, with plenty 

of possibilities for an individual accent. For the horse lover a treat for the 

eye, for the horse a royal residence.

Corton design stables are partly based on traditional stable models, the way they were manufactured long 
ago from cast iron elements with ornamental posts, beautiful door fittings and decorative ornaments. 
Corton has also developed new design models, following a more contemporary pattern. 
Corton design stalls are a treat for the eye and largely determine the appearance of your stable.
They are manufactured from high-quality materials with an excellent finish and are a sustainable and 
valuable asset. The components of the various models can almost entirely be exchanged to your preference. 
Corton design stalls are manufactured per order and are available in a RAL colour of your choice.
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Austere and robust design
Prince and Milton: attractive, austere and modern designs. 
Characteristic are their heavy square door posts and adjustable hinge 
points of stainless steel.
Queen: a step up qua level. The robust round posts have a diameter of 
133 mm.
All design models have unique double flange profiles and thick bars of 
high flexural strength. Heavy door locks are installed in a lock case and 
close automatically. The boards are made of plastic, wood or bamboo. 
Prince, Milton and Queen can be supplied in a low and a high version 
and have a variety of options.
 

 prince in the low version, every second partition is rotatable

 prince, customized, low doors and half-open partitions. V-shaped bar elements can  be placed in the partitions

 Queen fronts with sliding side walls, an attractive and practical   

 combination

 design stalls: a high-quality stable interior and a treat for the eye
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Classic design
The classic stable wall in a low version with its beautiful curved shape 
gives a chic and open character to your stable. The door posts are 
finished with a cast horse head or a chic round collar ball. The fronts 
can be placed in a straight line, but also in a so-called V-formation by 
placing the two wing parts diagonally forward. The final model choice 
will be partly determined by the size of your stable.

 the palm Brewery coldbloods feel at ease in their spacious open horse stalls

 corton Kingly design in the Middle east. there are 60 corton stalls with special stall  

 windows in this beautiful stable

 Kingly stalls with low fronts perfectly match this wooden stable

   low D
esign stables
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A Royal Stable
The classic high Kingly stall front is based on the design of historic 
stables. Characteristic of this decorative front is the heavy post portal 
with the stylish cast horse heads or round collar ball finials, the 
separated upper and lower door and the connecting bar between the 
two posts.
An alternative for the upper door is a V-shaped section of bars in the 
door, which can be turned downwards. There are also several extra 
options for the high Kingly front.

 High Kingly front, combined with brickwork; a stylish combination

 classic dutch stable with spacious corridor and high Kingly fronts

 High Kingly fronts with special V-opening in the door, between robust   

 partitions

   HiGH
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Spatial and elegant
Rembrandt design stall fronts and partitions are ideal for creative 
stable design. By applying diagonally staggered fronts, you can create 
fanciful layouts. Even the corners of a stable can be spatially exploited.
Characteristic of the Rembrandt are the horizontal board parts.

The doors are equipped with boards or bars at the bottom. The door 
posts are finished with a brass cap.
The low version has its own spatial effect on the building.
Horses feel very much at ease in these open horse stalls.

low

 Basic version of low rembrandt fronts, with additional round collar balls and sliding  partitions

 low rembrandt fronts in V-formation give a special appeal to the stable. Unity in colour of fronts, doors and  

 windows will enhance the appearance of the stable

 direct contact between humans and animals is a major advantage of the   

 low corton stall fronts
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High class
The high Rembrandt front may be preferred in consideration of 
particular horses or because of your personal taste. Optically, the low 
and high versions are similar. The high version has a door with a bent 
curve at the top. It is possible to build in a single or double upper door 
in the bars part.
This front can be provided with separate bar elements, optionally 
coated in a different colour or made of stainless steel.

 spacious rembrandt horse stalls with high fronts and curved grille in the partitions

 High rembrandt stalls in basic version with colour coating and special double upper door

 professional stable with high rembrandt fronts in galvanised version without any  

 extra colour, with a double upper door

 High rembrandt front in V-formation with matching sliding doors in 

 rounded brickwork

   HiGH
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Tailored to individual design
Perhaps you prefer a slightly different version. Corton provides a range 
of options for the design stables, so basically you can compile your 
own stable. Moreover, additional wishes can be taken into account to 
arrive at a version that will suit your personal preference and stable.
The result will always be an excellently and carefully finished interior 
that will give your stable a unique look.
 

 High-quality detail of stainless steel bar element, mounted in stall front

 the individually mounted stainless steel bars and upper door in the stall fronts give this stable an excellent look

 design stalls without bars, customized with horizontal round pipes

 Kingly stall fronts in high-quality finish with stainless steel bar elements
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Shutters and doors

Sustainably constructed ‘horse-proof’ stable shutters and stable doors, 

for placement in the outer walls of the equestrian building. A valuable 

investment for many years in an essential aspect of horse husbandry. 

For installation in new and existing exterior walls, Corton supplies carefully crafted shutters and doors. A 
shutter or door that is mounted in the outer wall is vital to the appearance of the stable building and should 
function well for many years. The nature of the horse calls for a solid and horse friendly version. If required, 
Corton can customize such revolving doors, sliding doors and shutters.
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Exterior shutters
For additional fresh air Corton supplies heavy steel shutters with 
boards. The shutters are fitted with galvanised bite plates on the 
inside and have adjustable stainless steel hinge points, a built-in lock 
and an additional cylinder lock.
Exterior shutters are also available with safety glass, which allows 
more light into the stable. For extra protection a grille with solid bars 
can be mounted behind the glass.
A pivot tilting system is available for extra ventilation in the stable.

There are also exterior shutters with a rounded top, optional with 
an additional diamond motif. All exterior shutters have a so-called 
weathering at the top.
A magnetic stopper ensures that the shutter in the open position is 
clamped against the wall. Instead of single glass, insulating glass can 
also be applied.
All Corton exterior shutters and doors can be supplied with a colour 
coating in the desired RAL colour.

 the facade is visually dominant and can be enhanced by corton shutters and doors 

 shutters with safety glass provide natural light, fresh air and extra stall space for your horses

 a horse friendly ventilating shutter with safety glass and grille

  square shutters with hardwood board filling and galvanised bite plate on the inside

  stable facade with pivot tilting windows, which provide adequate light and ventilation

  special rectangular customized shutters. note the different rabbet
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 the glass bars give a special effect to these shutters with pivot tilting system

 shutters with a so-called sunken reveal, so the shutters lie deeper in the brickwall 

 a beautiful stable facade with corton shutters and doors. the wicket door has a  

 separate upper and lower door and window in check design

 shutters with laminated glass and bar grille in pivot tilting version for extra ventilation 

 the bar grille of these pivot tilting shutters is not coated in any colour
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Exterior doors
Horizontally divided doors give access to the stall, also have the 
advantages of an exterior shutter and are of similar quality. On the 
inside, the bottom door is fitted with a galvanised kick plate. The 
frames of exterior shutters and doors are manufactured in such a way 

that they can be cemented in new walls. They are fastened with bolts 
in wooden or existing walls.
For a safe and rounded finish of the inside of the wall and for closing 
the wall cavity, counter frames are available.

  a cosy alcove with corton stall doors. the kick and bite plates on the inside   

protect the doors against hooves and teeth

 corton exterior doors are ideally suited as a passage to a corton paddock

 corton stall doors under a penthouse that provides protection against precipitation. the doors have a pivot tilting system

 Manage facade with stall doors with laminated glass in the upper door

  special doors in a stable for racehorses. additional screen doors provide optimumventilation on hot days
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Stall doors with boards or safety glass on top often serve as exits to a 
paddock or pasture. They are large enough to ensure a safe passage for 
the horse. The flush-mounted locks (with additional cylinder lock) 

can be operated from the inside and the outside. Doors and frames are 
constructed so that the horse can virtually get no grip on them with its 
teeth. A matching weave grill is available.

 Handsome and solid stall doors with weave grill under a large rafter-  

 supported eaves. they are iconic and provide much comfort for your horses

 corton shutters, stall doors, wicket doors and double  doors, all with  

 round tops and coated in colour, were used for this handsome stable

	 flush-mounted lock

 a magnetic stopper keeps shutters and upper doors   

 automatically in place

 shutter and upper door have an additional cylinder lock
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Wicket doors, double doors 
and fixed windows
Qua appearance and dimensions, entrance doors to the stable are practically 
similar to the stall doors. They are equipped with a handleset with a lack lock and 
a cylinder lock.
Large double doors at the end of a stable corridor can be supplied as a vertically 
divided door, including a wicket door.
Corton supplies fixed stable windows, with or without a grille in the same style.
All doors and windows can be produced in either a rectangular or rounded shape.

 a ‘quartered’ door with rounded top, for ventilation as required  wicket door with rounded top and matching windows

 a good example of a stable with a double door and different corton windows

 Vertically divided double entrances are often used at the end of a stable corridor
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  corton strong adjustable hinge point of stainless steel

  solid lock with shield and handles on corton doors

  single lever vertical lock rod

Shutters and doors
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Corton sliding doors are practical and safe. A large sliding door can 
be operated with one hand, even in a strong wind. There are single 
and double doors, including a top rail and bottom guide. The doors of 
the type Professional are provided with thick boards mounted with 
two bolts, so dilating of the boards will not cause any problems. A 
matching cover for the top rail is available.

Sliding doors

 Much can be arranged in mutual consultation. this double sliding door disappears  

 in the wall cavity. the rounded corners make the doorway special

 sliding door between stable and arena. corton also supplied the kick boards
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 corton sliding door as wicket behind masonry with rounded top, 

 combined with matching windows

 Vertically divided double sliding doors with cover for the top rail 

 solid corton sliding door with colour coating and stall post with horse head 

Shutters and doors
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Individual design
Not only can the doors and shutters be customized with regard to 
measures, but also in consideration of vital aspects regarding function. 
The images show some special versions Corton designed and executed 
to customer needs and show that much can be arranged in mutual 
consultation.

 these shutters with stainless steel grille are sunk in the masonry

 shutters with laminated glass and a stainless steel grille provide an unobstructed  view to your horses

 a wicket door with fanlight and matching windows, both with chequered pattern,  

 customized by corton

 corton not only manufactures customized doors and shutters, but also   

 special  versions, including the two horizontal boards and 

 the ‘sun’ at the top of the door
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Outdoor stables

Your horse will be as happy as a king, or queen, with its private detached 

´home´. Quickly built as a modular system of individual elements with solid 

horizontal boards which can always be extended or moved.

Corton supplies several versions: with a pent roof, a gable roof or an extra large gable roof.
 The stalls are available as a single row, double row back-to-back and even as a double row with an aisle in between.
For the roofing you can opt for sheet piling, with or without addition insulation, or insulated sandwich panels, 
optionally with tile motif. Other options are: rainwater drains, a light-emitting ridge, etc.
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Outdoor stable with pent or 
gable roof
A simple version is the outdoor stable with the so-called pent roof, 
an obliquely rearward sloping roof surface. This economical model is 
also easy to assemble. If you prefer this stable with a gable roof, we will 
be able to supply this too. For all versions of outdoor stables Corton 
recommends placing them on a slightly inclined concrete subfloor. 
Instead of boards, the upper doors can also be supplied with plexiglass 
and a grille. 

 outdoor stables with pent roof: a simple, but adequate stable

 outdoor stables with gable roof; customized doors and roof

 this row of outdoor stables with pent roof is simple as well as attractive

the timbered penthouse is standard for these fine outdoor stables with gable roof

two outdoor stables with gable roof and added storage space with a double door
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Royal quarters, this outdoor stable with its large gable roof. A high ridge 
and a large roof overhang provide much volume of air in the stall. Besides, 
this sizeable roof gives the stall a robust appearance.
Both the small and the large gable roof have an overhang with woodwork at 
the bottom, where you can conceal some lights, for instance. 
The finish of all versions is durable and sound.

Outdoor stable with 
large gable roof

  outdoor stalls are portable and can be extended with additional stalls. 

 the large gable roof is available in several colours

 the large gable roof is an impressive sight and creates much volume in the stable.

 outdoor stalls with open storage and large garble roof, placed against the facade of a farmhouse  

 corton outdoor stalls with large gable roof and various additional features including   

 heavy doors and a light translucent and ventilating ridge
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Customized outdoor 
stable and American Barn
Corton goes beyond the standard packet when it comes to outdoor 
boxes. In mutual agreement, much is possible. A row of outdoor 
stables with a stable corridor are comfortable to work in when it is wet 
and cold. Besides, in these weather conditions a shelter for your horses 
is no luxury.
Corton also manufactures complete stables with a double row of stalls 
and a corridor in between, the American Barn. In this way you can 
install a complete stable with boxes, washing area, tack room, etc. 

  interior of the corton american Barn

  customized design outdoor stable with gable roof, equipped with indoor 

stalls fronted by a corridor

 facade of the american Barn, complete with exterior  

 shutters

  corton american Barn, the complete stable with a double row of stalls. 

this stable is available in several versions
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Horse exercisers

For the controlled necessary training of your horse, for pacing after exercise, 

for calming troubled horses and the safe rehabilitation of injured horses

Corton free flow exercisers are safe, user-friendly and efficient. You can train several horses simultaneously and, what’s 
more, in a way they find enjoyable. Corton exercisers are safe, of high technical quality, elegant and built for a long life.
Additionally, various types of kick boards, a covering of the kick boards or a complete roof can be supplied.
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excellent         

High Quality
The Corton Excellent is a high quality free flow exerciser with a low 
profile and is therefore not a blot for its surroundings. The central drive 
unit is shielded with a polyester cover. Corton opts for Safeguard drift 
fences with flexible bars of strong plastic, coated with aluminium. 
The control unit has an automatic setback with adjustable speed. An 
optional individually programmable control box can be supplied. 
The Excellent is available in six different versions, from 12 to 20 m. in 
diameter, for three to six horses.

 excellent: the professional exerciser with its safe enclosure

 User friendly control unit with clear instructions

 excellent exerciser with simple inner and outer kick boards

 free flow exerciser with rubber flooring and open enclosure
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 corton excellent exerciser with enclosure and corton paddocks

 professional kick boards, complete with spacious entrance

 the horses are enjoying themselves while they are safely trained with corton training  systems

H
orse exercisers
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Corton has various types of kick boards in its range of 
products, including the ultimate rounded kick board 
elements with a wood filling and optional additional bars 
on top. Quality in top shape! Each kick board element 
consists of an outer ring and inner ring, both with a gate.

A roof, possibly in combination with a windbreak net, 
provides protection against wind and weather. This feature 
ensures that the exerciser can be used in all seasons. In 
addition to the kick board covering, Corton supplies a 
complete roof.

Roofing and kick boards

 another option: the inner and outer enclosure are completely cemented

 professional corton enclosure of perfectly rounded steel-rolled elements with  

 solid board filling and bar parts on top

 excellent exerciser with roof and durable and safe inside and outside enclosure 

 of rounded elements 

 excellent exerciser, kick board enclosure and roof seen from the inside
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Miscellaneous

The finishing touch of your stable: the additional attributes. You may 

not often think about them, but you do need them. It’s a good thing that 

someone has given them some thought and has ensured that they are 

practical and safe and function smoothly

Solariums, rubber flooring, facilities for washing areas, inspection boxes, paddocks, stable transport carts and 
accessories that finish your stable. Corton manufactures and supplies these products of the quality you may 
expect from us.
We ensure that the equipment of your stable works well, without any hitches.
Corton stable accessories are of durable construction and carefully finished, so they will take no looking after.
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solariUM profisol

Thanks to the Corton Profisol solarium, your horses can enjoy the positive 
effect of sunlight also in the stable. You can dry the horses quickly and give 
them optimum muscle care.  Vapour and perspiration are quickly removed 
thanks to an effective blow-dry system with twelve powerful fans. The 
Corton Profisol solarium is equipped with a colour coating. A lifting unit 
and a coin-op are optional.

Sunlight in the stable

 corton profisol solarium for sunlight and warm air

 left: coin-ops for solariums and hot water

 right: control box with digital timer for solarium and lifting unit

 partitions with post in the working spaces; the solarium with lifting unit hangs above

 separate solarium room next to the washing and brushing areas

 ornate, safe and solid partitions for working spaces
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Rubber mats, bricks and tiles
Rubber jigsaw mats
Solid rubber jigsaw mats are hooked 
together like jigsaw pieces, resulting 
in a one-piece rubber floor. This floor 
is safe, insulating and soundproof. 
Corton jigsaw mats are placed inside 
and outside the stall and give your 
horses a sense of security as they 
provide a non-slip surface. Moreover, 
you will save substantially on the 
litter.

Rubber draining stall tiles
Always a warm and dry stable for your 
horse. The floor stimulates a better 
circulation in the horse’s legs and its 
feet will feel more comfortable on 
this floor. Urine is drained thanks to 
the draining effect of the thick tiles, 
which are provided with drains to 
the underside. The recycled rubber 
tiles are supplied in a handy size and 
should be placed on a floor with a 
slope and drainage. Corton rubber stall 
tiles will give a saving on litter of up 
to 80%.

Rubber interlocking bricks
A fine, resilient and sound absorbing 
rubber floor for the stable corridor, 
paddock, exerciser, etc. The bricks 
of recycled rubber are anti-slip and 
water porous and therefore also very 
suitable for the washing area. Corton 
will be happy to advise you on the type 
of rubber flooring that best suits your 
situation and on the measures you 
may need to take.

 the corton jigsaw mat, to be hooked together to get a one-piece rubber floor

 corton draining rubber stable tiles, especially manufactured for horses

 rubber H-pavers for horses, with a draining effect

 rubber interlocking bricks in the stable corridor, a resilient and sound absorbing floor

 corton rubber H-pavers on the riding surface of the excellent exerciser
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A professional stable also comprises areas for washing, brushing and 
saddling horses and a room for hanging the solarium. For these areas Corton 
manufactures stall posts and various partitions. Combined with Corton 
rubber flooring you create a place where your horses will find a pleasant 
accommodation and where you will be able to work safely and undisturbed.
If you wish, the heavy stall posts can be decorated with a beautifully cast 
metal cap, a round brass finial or a horse head. An additional colour coating is 
also possible.

Interior working spaces

  Horses are safe between the partitions and on the rubber  

jigsaw mats

  fancy partition with a high and low stable post with round  

collar ball finial, complete with swingarm unit in the washing area

 freestanding partition for working areas, with stall post

 large tiled washing room with two luxurious stall posts and a swingarm unit
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Examination stand
Corton examination stands have been developed in consultation 
with practitioners to ensure the safe examination of a horse by the 
veterinarian. An examination stand is particularly useful at the stud 
farm or the veterinary practice. Corton supplies several models, 
including a version for a mare with foal. The horse can enter and leave 
the stand either through the door or the side of the stand. Besides, 
Corton examinations stands are adjustable.

 corton examination stand with door and four height-adjustable telescopic tubes

 customized corton examination stand with extra space and small adjoining doors for the foal

 corton examination stand with door and side panels, of which one is on a pivot
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Paddock
A paddock as an extension of the barn means fresh air, daylight, extra 
space and comfort for your horses. In combination with stall doors in 
the outer wall, the horses can freely walk in and out. Corton supplies 
safe and solid paddocks in several versions. Paddocks are composed 
of two or three horizontal pipes with square posts (90x90 mm) or 
heavy round posts (Ø133 mm). The pipes run into the heart of the posts 
and have rounded connections with lock nuts to prevent injuries. 
Matching doors and gates with adjustable pivots and safe latches can 
be supplied. All steel parts are hot-dip galvanized, with an optional 
extra colour coating.

 corton paddock system, a sustainable and horse-friendly version

 a perfect paddock, where your horse will feel really free

 corton paddocks with heavy round posts for the cold blood horses of a   

 German brewer
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A practical arrangement of the tack room with Corton products 
guarantees order and cleanliness. There are Corton saddle 
cabinets in various types and designs. Each saddle cabinet can 
be safely locked and is equipped with all kinds of gadgets. The 
construction of the cabinets is solid and durable, without any 
sharp edges or corners. Corton supplies single saddle carriers 
and bridle holders in standard and classic designs.
Feeding, mucking and bedding require much time and effort. 
Corton stable transport carts make the care of horses more 
efficient, lighter and more pleasant. Corton supplies feed carts, 
manure barrows and bale carts in various versions.

Stable equipment

 single saddle cabinet

 saddle cabinet with extra cabinet on top 

 saddle  carrier, classic model

 Bridle holders, classic model

 classic tack room equipment
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 Bale cart, load capacity 400 kg

 Hand cart, load capacity 1000 kg

  Feed cart 250 litres with lids and partition

 Feed cart 400 litres with lids and partition

	 Manure cart, galvanised

	 Manure cart, galvanised, tilt-able 
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Corton accessories such as mangers, 
automatic drinkers and the like 
are a must in a fine stable. Their 
constructions are functional and 
durable. As for all Corton products, 
these stable accessories have been 
developed with a view to optimum 
safety for the horse.

Stable accessories

 automatic drinker with plastic bowl  automatic drinker with enamelled cast iron bowl  

 safe manger with angled corners and edges

 swinging feeder system with manger

 left: protection bar for automatic drinker

 right: protection profile for water piping

 Heating and circulating unit for water system
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  Stainless steel salt block holder  

  Swivelling saddle bar

  Blanket bar

 Grille to be placed in closed side wall

 Fixed saddle rack

 Left: ring fastener

 Right: bridle holder

 Left: rack with six blanket bars

 Right: hayrack 

 Swivelling arm for washing room, with hose and nozzle
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